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of such appearances that we expect to find in the end the
change transitory or else hypocritical; or, if it be genuine,
that the convert was never a criminal of the deepest dye,
but perhaps rather unfortunate than guilty. Must we not,
then, still conclude that Christ lias in this instance made
a miscalculation, and that if he has not overrated the
power of Enthusiasm so long as Enthusiasm exists, lie has
at least overrated the probability of its continuing long,
and underrated the power of the agencies which arc
always at work to damp and quench it? Instead of pre-
suming that the Church would generally be under the
influence of enthusiasm, ought he not rather to have fore-
seen that it would generally be lukewarm and enthusiastic
only at rare intervals? The answer is, that "Christ does
not actually seem to have been thus sanguine, but lie
counted the Enthusiasm not merely an important but an
absolutely essential thing, and therefore left no directions
as to what should be done when it was absent. He did
not disguise from himself the probability of great seasons
of depression occurring in the Church, ebbs in the tide
of the Enthusiasm of Humanity. He spoke of a time
when the love of many should wax cold; he doubled
whether on his return to the earth he should find faith in
it. And the Apostles in like manner became sensible that
their inspiration was liable to intermissions. They regard
it as possible to grieve the Divinity who resided within them,
and even to quench his influence. But neither they nor
Christ even for a moment suppose that, if he should take
his flight, it is possible to do without him, or that the
sphere of Christian duty is to be narrowed to suit the
lukewarinness of Christian feeling. Christianity is an en-
thusiasm or it is nothing; and if there sometimes appear

